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OFA represents certified organic farmers' priorities and policy positions in Washington, D.C. The 2023 Farm Bill will be designed this year.

Join OFA to give farmers a strong voice.
Fall is winding down here in Maine; the leaves are mostly done with their colorful display. It’s a time of year that makes us appreciate the beauty of the farm and how lucky we are to have this place. As my wife and I have gotten older and our kids have moved away to pursue their dreams we’ve spent quite a bit of time the last few years discussing what will happen to our farm.

We had the opportunity a couple of years ago to attend a series of classes on farm succession. The classes took us through thinking about the actual value of our land and other farm assets, and the costs to us of maintaining the land: buildings, and equipment that are needed to run the farm. We also examined our costs if we didn’t have those expenses but lived in a smaller house with less property to maintain. It became clear that it would be much cheaper to sell the farm and move to that smaller place, particularly as we get older.

Then the lockdowns of 2020/2021 hit and we felt very fortunate to have our home and land to grow food and to be outside. Any plans of selling and moving were put on hold, especially with property prices going through the roof. We could probably get a good price for our place but then where would we go? For now, we’ve decided to stay where we are and enjoy being on the farm while we’re still able to physically manage it.

One thing we did come to understand in the succession classes as well as our own thinking is that maintaining the property as best we can is important to us. As we age and find it more difficult to get to all the chores, work, and maintenance it would be easy to defer the various maintenance tasks. I (as the chief instigator of most of the farm projects over the years) have created lots of ”piles”.

Logs I’ve meant to cut and split for our firewood, older equipment, and vehicles that have been relegated to the back of the barn or the edge of the field, buildings that need repair and painting. A lot of this has seemed like too much to handle but I’m finding satisfaction in working on these projects and taking care of this property that’s given so much to us. Plus, if we do decide to sell the farm, the next farmer won’t have to deal with my messes.

And speaking of planning, Organic Farmers Association anticipates that the 2023 farm bill will be a priority with issues such as organic transition, beginning farmer support, land access, organic market competition, and consolidation along with organic farmer technical assistance. I appreciate all the work our collective organic farming community does in identifying the priorities for a healthy future that centers on healthy food, people, and the planet. Please join us as we work to advance these priorities for the next five years!

Sincerely,

David Colson, President
New Leaf Farm, Durham, Maine
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Growing the organic movement through rigorous research, farmer training, and consumer education since 1947.

WE SUPPORT ORGANIC FARMERS ASSOCIATION (and our organic farmers!) as we work together to heal people and the planet.

FARMER RESOURCES:

• Rodale Institute Organic Crop Consulting Services available nationwide: RodaleInstitute.org/Consulting
• Digital webinars, online courses, and other educational resources: RodaleInstitute.org/Education
• Research Updates: RodaleInstitute.org/Science
Thank you for creating a better future for our kids.

Thank you for choosing to farm organically.
Bringing Market Intelligence to Sustainable Agriculture

Mercaris provides up-to-date and accurate information on the organic and non-GMO commodities marketplaces.

Auctions, via the Mercaris trading platform, allow organic commodities brokers, buyers, and sellers to meet online and trade physical commodities in real time.

Interested in free information? To learn more visit mercaris.com/farmers.

How do I access resources? Sign up for a complimentary account.

You’re all set! You now have access to free data for organic and non-GMO farmers.

Scan the code to learn more!

312.423.1875 www.mercaris.com
This August, the USDA released a proposed rule to update the Organic Poultry and Livestock Standards. The public comment was originally set to close on October 11th, but has been extended through Thursday, November 10th.

These updated standards have been awaited for years, with many delays including lawsuits triggered by the USDA’s decision not to finish an earlier proposal. OFA supports the proposed rule, which would not allow porches in layer houses to qualify as outdoor access.

However, the USDA has proposed possible 5-year or 15-year timelines for certified egg-producing operations to comply with the rule once it’s been finalized. OFA is urging USDA to set a faster 3 year timeline, to rapidly finalize the rule and level the playing field for farmers as soon as possible.

To weigh in, visit our ACTION PAGE and tell USDA you support the proposed rule, and ask for a more aggressive 3-year implementation timeline.

Each year, the federal government marks a new fiscal year on the first of October. Congress is supposed to pass annual appropriations bills to set spending for federal agencies such as the USDA by September 30th. This year they did not reach an agreement on the final package of bills by the deadline. To avoid a government shutdown, they passed a resolution to allow the government to continue operating under the 2022 budget until December 16th.

In the Fiscal Year 2023 appropriations bills drafted for the USDA, organic programs are faring well. The House passed a bill that includes an increase in funding for the National Organic Program (NOP) and includes language directing the NOP to strengthen enforcement of organic soil health requirements. The Senate has a draft bill, which also includes an increase in funding for the NOP and good report language on enforcement. The Senate bill still needs to be passed, and any differences between the two bills must now be reconciled and passed before the extended December deadline.
The week of March 6th OFA will hold our annual farmer fly-in in Washington D.C. Over the course of the week, our members will get to meet in person, attend a training session on how to effectively lobby their elected officials, and meet with their elected representatives on the Hill.

On November 15th USDA will host a listening session to “invite input from stakeholders about innovative ways in which organic infrastructure investments could support increased access to processing, storage, distribution, and consumer markets.” The listening session will take place on Zoom from 3-4 pm ET, and written questions and comments can be submitted in advance. This is an opportunity for organic farmers to let the USDA know how Organic Transition Initiative funding can be most helpful in growing new and existing organic markets.

ELECTIONS WILL DETERMINE CHANGES TO KEY CONGRESSIONAL COMMITTEES

The midterm election results will determine the leadership and makeup of key committees. Once the votes have been counted and election results finalized, each party will convene conferences in both the Senate and the House to determine their nominees. Whichever party assumes the majority appoints the committee chair, and the percentage of a party’s representation in each chamber will determine how many seats they get on each committee. Then in January when the newly elected Senators and Representatives take office, they will vote to confirm the committee nominees. Stay tuned for an analysis of what committee changes will mean for policies that affect organic farmers.

JOIN THE USDA LISTENING SESSION ON ORGANIC PINPOINTED MARKET DEVELOPMENT SUPPORT

On November 15th USDA will host a listening session to “invite input from stakeholders about innovative ways in which organic infrastructure investments could support increased access to processing, storage, distribution, and consumer markets.” The listening session will take place on Zoom from 3-4 pm ET, and written questions and comments can be submitted in advance. This is an opportunity for organic farmers to let the USDA know how Organic Transition Initiative funding can be most helpful in growing new and existing organic markets.

Participate in the USDA Listening Session Nov. 15
For more details and the RSVP link, click here.

COMING UP: OFA’S ANNUAL POLICY PLATFORM PROCESS

Starting now and continuing over the winter, OFA will conduct its annual policy platform and priority-setting process. This begins with a survey of all U.S. certified organic farmers and OFA organizational members asking them to submit policy position proposals and prioritize policy issues. Once the results are in, OFA’s Policy Committee will review the results, and draft policy statements for review and comment by the membership. The final proposals will be voted on by OFA farmer members, and those that get 60% of the popular vote and 60% popular support in at least two-thirds of the regions will become part of the OFA policy platform. Click below to participate!

COMING UP: MARCH FARMER FLY-IN AND LOBBY DAY

The week of March 6th OFA will hold our annual farmer fly-in in Washington D.C. Over the course of the week, our members will get to meet in person, attend a training session on how to effectively lobby their elected officials, and meet with their elected representatives on the Hill.

CLICK HERE to submit your 2023 POLICY PRIORITIES & to suggest policy positions for OFA to consider.

Lillian Hawkins is Policy Director of Organic Farmers Association. She makes sure that the policy priorities of certified organic farmers are represented in Washington, D.C.
COMMENT ON ANIMAL WELFARE RULE: BY NOV 10

The proposed Organic Livestock and Poultry Standards (OLPS) is very similar to the January 2017 OLPP version, which was finalized but never implemented. Since then, organic livestock farmers have suffered in an inequitable marketplace due to a regulatory loophole that doesn’t require laying hens to go outside & express their natural instincts on vegetative cover. The OLPS corrects that and strengthens other animal welfare regulations for organic. We need your support! Please use our template (or edit based on your own feedback) to submit a comment to USDA asking for them to finalize OLPS and implement it quickly. Giving examples of how you currently meet the standards, or inconsistencies between you and other operations that you believe are damaging to the integrity of the organic label and your specific operation can be useful in convincing the NOP to finalize this rule, implement it quickly, and clarify the regulations so that they can be enforced!
The BEST Herbicide For Organic Farmers And Farmers Who Want To STOP Using Harmful Chemicals, Glyphosate Or Other Expensive Weed Control On Your Crops!

- More economical dilution ratio versus competitors - 1 to 16
- For use in and around food crop and non-crop areas
- Non-selective, post emergence, broad spectrum weed killer
- Effective over a wide range of environmental conditions
- Does not harm the environment or water supplies
- For organic production and glyphosate free
- For agricultural and non-agricultural use
- For annual and perennial usage
- Working with organic farmers since 2007

Using a natural citrus oil base, this non-selective herbicide kills a broad spectrum of weeds and unwanted grasses naturally and quickly. Its main ingredient is d-Limonene and it is for use in organic production around both food crop and non-crop areas.

When tested against herbicides made from vinegar (acetic acid), citric acid or essential oils, AG Optima® is more effective with quicker results. It is an economical alternative to hand weeding, flaming, mowing, cultivation and other natural herbicides.

ORDER TODAY! CALL (470) 955-3207

www.bio-domegroup.com • (470) 955-3207
ACCORD, NY at Hudson Valley Seed Co.

Ronnie Baugh Tractor
is the one you can always depend on.

Steven Crist at Hudson Valley Seed uses Ronnie Baugh for field prep, transplanting, and cultivating.

"Thank you so much Horace. Truly amazing and vital work you have done."

— Steven Crist.

horace@cleberllc.com
(256) 655-8792
www.RonnieTractors.com

TRANSFORM YOUR SLEEP...
With a No-Compromise Certified Organic Mattress

Indulge in the luxurious comfort of sustainably harvested materials like certified organic cotton and wool. All with the peace of mind that comes with knowing Naturepedic doesn’t use flame retardants or other harmful materials found in polyurethane foam mattresses. Choosing safer, healthier sleep doesn’t have to come at the expense of your comfort or the planet.

Get 20% OFF with Code OFA20 at www.naturepedic.com!

A good label brings your customers back for more!

We design and print labels for farm products including beverages, cheese, fruit, meat, pickles, salad greens, yogurt and vegetables.

Ask us about bar codes, nutrition facts, or USDA label approval.

Are you looking for great value and responsive customer service?

Contact us today:
1-800-693-1572
info@growersdiscountlabels.com
DOWNLOAD FREE CATALOG
www.growersdiscountlabels.com

Farm to Mill to YOU!
Organic Flours & Grains

Use OFA10 for 10% OFF!
www.janiesmill.com
The Farm Bill is a huge package of federal legislation that influences most aspects of the food system. The bill determines what kinds of programs exist to support farmers, what kind of agriculture research gets government funding, how forests are managed, and what types of support are provided for regional food system infrastructure, to name just a few. The biggest program in the bill focuses on nutrition called the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program, which determines how much assistance low-income families get to buy food. The programs created and modified by the Farm Bill affect not only existing organic farmers but could also encourage more farmers to transition to organic or use organic methods. The National Sustainable Agriculture Coalition does a great job of outlining the different sections of a typical Farm Bill – click here to read more about the bill’s structure.
Every five years, the farm bill expires and needs to be updated and passed again. Congress goes through an extensive process of drafting, debating, and passing a new bill that is then signed into law by the President. Each version of the farm bill has a unique title. The current bill is called the Agriculture Improvement Act of 2018. It was enacted into law in December 2018 and expires in September 2023.

Organic Farmers Association will focus our advocacy efforts during the Farm Bill process on programs that support organic farmers and improve organic integrity. The Farm Bill is a massive package covering many issues and is the subject of huge amounts of lobbying. To best channel our resources, OFA will partner with many other allied organizations to help fight for broader improvements we want to see, like support for local food system infrastructure, land access, addressing longstanding problems of discrimination in USDA

programs, and improving competition in agriculture markets.

The midterm elections will inform our strategies and specific proposals in preparation for the new Congress when the Farm Bill debate will begin in earnest. Election results will not change our priority issues, but may inform the choices and strategy we use based on how the new composition of the House and Senate Agriculture Committees, where the bulk of the bill will be drafted. Organic Farmers Association will always advocate for USDA to improve how the National Organic Program operates, much of which they can already do without changing the law. (Many of the priorities identified by organic farmers are actually changes that USDA could make now, without using the Farm Bill process to alter the text of the Organic Foods Production Act that created the USDA Organic program.)

USDA ERS data shows spending for organic over the last four farm bills. The organic market is growing at a much faster rate than the USDA spending commitment to the organic industry. OFA hopes to diversify and expand organic funding in the 2023 Farm Bill.

---

**Total inflation-adjusted mandatory spending on organic agriculture, 2002-2018 Farm Acts**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2002</th>
<th>2008</th>
<th>2014</th>
<th>2018</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Organic data collection*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Organic Cert. Cost-Share</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organic Ag Research &amp; Extension Initiative**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*$5 million in 2018 to improve organic import tracking and verification.
**Does not include intramural organic research funds in USDA’s Agricultural Research Service.

Source: USDA budget summary data (2002); Congressional Budget Office (2008); 2014, 2018 Farm Acts.
UNDERSTANDING THE FARM BILL TITLES

TITLE 1: COMMODITIES
Price and income support for farmers who raise commodity non-perishable crops (corn, cotton, rice, soy, etc.) & dairy. And agricultural disaster assistance.

TITLE 2: CONSERVATION
Programs that help farmers implement natural resource conservation efforts on working lands, land retirement, and easement programs.

TITLE 3: TRADE
Food export subsidy programs and international food aid programs.

TITLE 4: NUTRITION
Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP) & other nutrition programs to help low-income families afford food.

TITLE 5: CREDIT
Federal loan programs to help farmers access financial credit (direct loans, loan guarantees, etc.) to grow and sustain their farm businesses.

TITLE 6: RURAL DEVELOPMENT
Programs that support rural economic growth through rural business and community development, rural housing, and infrastructure.

TITLE 7: RESEARCH, EXTENSION, AND RELATED MATTERS
Farm & food research, education, and extension programs research that supports innovation & training for farmers & ranchers.

TITLE 8: FORESTRY
Forest-specific conservation programs that help farmers and rural communities steward forest resources.

TITLE 9: ENERGY
Programs that support growing and processing crops for biofuel, installation of renewable energy systems farms, and research related to energy.

TITLE 10: HORTICULTURE
Farmers market & local food programs, research and infrastructure for fruits, vegetables and other specialty crops, and organic farming and certification programs.

TITLE 11: CROP INSURANCE
Subsidies to farmers & private companies who sell federal crop insurance for losses in yield, crop revenue, or whole farm revenue. Also Risk Management Agency.

TITLE 12: MISCELLANEOUS
Includes programs for beginning, socially disadvantaged, and veteran farmers and ranchers, ag. labor safety and workforce development, and livestock health.
You’re connected to the soil.

Life insurance from Bluestone helps you protect your family, farm, soil and our planet.

Get a quote and free assessment from a Bluestone customer guide.

ORGANIC FARMERS ASSOCIATION

When you purchase life insurance from Bluestone, you support the Organic Farmers Association (OFA) with our complimentary benefit.

Access an online NO COST WILL here. It’s a small way to thank you for growing a healthier future for us all.

Learn more at bluestonelife.com or call us at 802-428-4411.

bluestone®
The Finest Food from Growers We Know & Trust

Eden Foods is a principled natural food company working to provide the best nourishment possible from growers we know and trust. The great taste of good work, lovingly done for generations.

Eden Foods
Clinton, Michigan
(888) 424-3336
cs@edenfoods.com
edenfoods.com

Scan for savings on your next order.
2023 FARM BILL ROADMAP

Based on the input from OFA members and allied organizations from around the country, here are the priorities OFA will focus on as the next Farm Bill is written.

ORGANIC INTEGRITY

CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT IN ORGANIC

- Require USDA’s National Organic Program (NOP) to periodically review and update organic practice standards (beyond the National List of Allowed and Prohibited Materials) to ensure continuous improvement in organic standards.
- Set a timeframe for the NOP to do rulemaking after receiving a National Organic Standards Board (NOSB) recommendation when the recommendation is supported by 2/3 of the board. Require the NOP to clearly state how their rulemaking relates to NOSB recommendations.
- Authorize funding for the NOP to keep pace with organic industry growth and direct specific resources towards standards development.

NATIONAL ORGANIC STANDARDS BOARD

- Allow USDA to expand the definition of reimbursable expenses for farmer members of the NOSB to cover substitute labor on their operations during their Board service.
- Restore the NOSB procedure for sunset review of National List materials, to require a 2/3 vote to re-list a material (as opposed to the current standard of 2/3 vote needed to de-list.)

OVERSIGHT AND ENFORCEMENT

- Require the NOP to accredit third-party material review organizations that review agricultural inputs for compliance with the organic standards.
- Grant the NOP the authority to take enforcement actions against false organic claims on agricultural non-food products.

Photo credit: Thorpe’s Organic Family Farm
Organic dairy farmers across the country are facing severe economic challenges. The NOP can increase enforcement of the organic standards (including access to pasture and the updated Origin of Livestock rule) with no changes to the Farm Bill. In addition, the next Farm Bill could provide long-needed support for the organic dairy market, similar to what conventional dairy has received for many years:

- Investment in regional organic milk processing infrastructure around the country to spur the entrance of new buyers for organic milk.
- Immediate support to address dramatically increased organic input costs for organic dairy farms.
- Support for regional programs to collect and publish cost of production data for organic milk (including all costs, not just organic feed).
- Require USDA to regularly publish regional reports on:
  - Receipts of Organic Fluid Milk Products and Cream
  - Utilization of Organic Fluid Milk products and Cream by pool plants
  - Receipts of Organic Milk produced, by state.
- Creation of a safety net program for organic dairy farms, such as organic-specific margin coverage.

Organic must be prioritized in all climate programs developed for agriculture in the Farm Bill.

- Target Environmental Quality Incentives Program (EQIP) funds for livestock practices to advanced grazing management.
- Eliminate the separate, lower organic payment limit in EQIP.
- Expand Conservation Stewardship Program (CSP) practices specific to organic production or transitioning to organic production (based on new programs announced by the USDA in the fall of 2022).
- The Natural Resources Conservation Service should quantify the multiple benefits of organic practices (not limited to carbon sequestration).
Investing in organic research has significant benefits that serve all farmers. Organic research should prioritize helping organic farmers adapt to climate disruption, quantify the multiple benefits organic production provides for the environment and public health, develop regionally-appropriate publicly available seeds and breeds, and address organic production challenges with methods that reduce the need for inputs.

- Direct ARS to create a new Organic National Program and dedicate $100 million to organic research to bring to parity with the growth of organic market share.
- Authorize and fund a Long-term Agroecological Research network at $50 million per year.
- Increase funding for the Organic Agriculture and Extension Initiative (OREI) at the National Institute for Food & Agriculture to $100 million by year 5.

- Reauthorize the Sustainable Agriculture Research and Education Program (SARE) with higher funding levels.
- Add climate resilience and regionally-appropriate cultivar development to the overall purposes of SARE.
- Reauthorize the Organic Production and Market Data Initiative to further understand the extent of the organic production. Add questions about impact of chemical and genetic drift on organic operations to data collection efforts from organic farms.
- Authorize and direct the Economic Research Service to do an updated economic impact analysis of the growth of organic agriculture, including assessing consolidation in organic markets.

**MAKE USDA PROGRAMS WORK FOR ORGANIC FARMERS**

**COST SHARE & SUPPORT FOR NEW ORGANIC FARMERS**

- Expand the Organic Certification Cost Share Program to better support small and underserved producers:
  - Increase reimbursement levels to $1,500
  - Streamline the program to reduce the up-front cost of certification (instead of the current model of reimbursement later in the year.)
  - Provide such sums as are necessary to meet growing program needs.
  - Cover farms going through the organic transition process for expenses for certification services, education, and soil testing.

- Support transition to organic through grants to organizations (outside of USDA or the land grant university system) for technical assistance including farmer-to-farmer mentoring, financial planning assistance, outreach to under-represented groups and support for translation of training materials and organic certification paperwork.

**CREDIT**

- Increase the loan limit for USDA Micro Loan program to $100,000 so that more farms can use the simplified application process.
CROP INSURANCE

- Streamline the application for Whole Farm Revenue insurance policies to address difficulties faced by new farms (or farms new to organic certification) in providing the historic production records required. Align requirements for farms transitioning to organic with records they can easily access (do not require farms in transition to produce documentation that is not available until after certification is complete.)
- Instruct USDA to increase education of Risk Management Agency staff and crop insurance agents on organic production methods.

INCREASING ORGANIC INFRASTRUCTURE

- Create new regional program to provide grants (administered by organizations) to farms for increasing organic production, addressing challenges for climate and supply chain resilience, and strengthening local food systems.
- Increase funding for the Local Agriculture Market Program (including Farmers Market Promotion Program, Local Food Promotion Program, Regional Food Systems Partnership Program, and Value-Added Producer Grants.)
- Provide additional incentives for processing plants that receive federal investment (new or expanding) to achieve organic certification.
- Require that USDA establish purchasing targets or set-asides for purchases of foods from independent regional producers, foods from socially disadvantaged producers, and foods from organic farms.

WORKING WITH ALLIES TO BUILD A BETTER FOOD SYSTEM

FOOD SECURITY: SNAP

- Protect critical investments in the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP) and the Emergency Food Assistance Program (TEFAP) at a time of rising food prices and food insecurity.
- Create pathways to support land transition, apprenticeships, mentorships, and legacy planning work.
- Provide additional and culturally-appropriate technical assistance services (in multiple languages) so that beginning farmers can access USDA programs.

LAND ACCESS

- Support land transition to young, beginning, and underserved/underrepresented farmers, including programs that support farmland preservation and easements to reduce development of productive agricultural land and facilitate land access.
- Require Country of Origin Labeling (COOL) on beef, pork, and dairy products. (It is already a requirement for poultry, fruits, and vegetables.)
COUNTRY-OF-ORIGIN LABELING - CONTINUED

- Prohibiting meat products derived from imported animals from being labeled as “Product of U.S.A.”

COMPETITION IN LIVESTOCK MARKET

- Restore competition to livestock markets by ensuring that the USDA updates its rules for enforcing the Packers and Stockyards Act, creating a special investigator for competition issues at the USDA, and requiring large meatpackers to procure more livestock on open markets.
Farmer Feedback Informs Farm Bill Plan

As the largest piece of legislation to fund our nation’s food and agricultural system, the 2023 Farm Bill will directly influence farmer production and practices. It is essential to OFA that organic farmers have a strong voice in the policies presented. We aim to implement farmer voices in educating policymakers on how organic farmer priorities are essential to developing the upcoming farm bill.

Organic Farmers Association conducted outreach to farmers using a three-prong approach. They created a farm bill survey that invited farmers to submit their farm bill ideas when they had time. 149 farmers participated in this process. They collaborated with organic organizations to hold regional meetings with their organic farmer stakeholders and share that information back with OFA. OFA also collaborated with Organic Trade
Association and Swette Center at Arizona State University to hold a national organic farmer meeting on March 2, 2022, to ask farmers about four areas of interest. Eighty farmers participated in that meeting.

Four areas of discussion were covered in the different modes of farmer farm bill outreach: Farm & Market Viability, Organic Transition, USDA & NOP, and Continuous Improvement. Participation in the farmer meeting, local listening sessions, and farm bill survey yielded major takeaways detailed below.

**FARM & MARKET VIABILITY**

Questions and discussions in the topic of farm & market viability covered issues surrounding market development, label claims, and fraud prevention. Farm and market viability was of keen interest to organic farmers and inquired about areas where the organic market was hindered, thriving, and needing growth.

Takeaways from farmer feedback on this theme:

- 49% of participating farmers believe that the inconsistent enforcement of strong standards is one aspect that holds back growth in organic markets.
- Organic market viability is impacted by a lack of government support and misunderstanding by the USDA.
- Farm bill programs must better align with organic production to incentivize the market.
- Organic farming issues need more research into topics such as production practices, emerging pests, regional differences, and health and environmental benefits.

**ORGANIC TRANSITION**

The topic of organic transition asked farmers how barriers can be overcome while also managing market impacts. The discussion and survey results revealed that for farmers transitioning to organic to be successful, they need support.

Takeaways from farmer feedback on this theme:

- 49% of participating farmers indicate a level of difficulty in navigating and identifying the various organic resources at USDA agencies.
- Cost-share programs must expand to reimburse transition expenses and minimize organic certification barriers.
- It is crucial to foster a support network of farmers and accessible technical assistance to achieve a high retention rate of organic farmers.
USDA & NOP

Discussions and questions in this theme explored organic standards development, certification, fees, and other federal services. In addition to developing and implementing organic standards, the U.S. government is responsible for increasing the effectiveness of USDA services offered to organic producers.

Farmer feedback summaries on this theme showed:
- 78% of participating farmers believe that farmers’ voices are not adequately represented in the standards development process.
- Representation in positions of influence, like the NOSB, must include the voices of real organic farmers.
- Collaboration is needed between the NOP and NOSB for more oversight of certification agencies and standard consistency.
- The certification process must be streamlined and amended to be financially accessible.

CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT

The topic of continuous improvement promotes advancing environmental, human health, and social justice outcomes. Farmer sentiment reflected that continuous improvement should be defined in organic standards and the USDA should enhance its programs to advance outcomes related to the environment and food access.

Farmer feedback takeaways included:
- Organic standards must be strengthened to achieve continuous improvement that is consistent with consumer expectations.
- Compensation should be given to organic farmers for their positive conservation contributions.
- The reaches of organic farming can be amplified by promoting a comprehensive understanding of the industry and improving product access to a variety of consumers.

The farmer feedback from the meeting and farmer survey informed Organic Farmers Association’s farm bill priorities (see page 17). As the farm bill evolves, OFA will return to the farmers’ feedback to direct decisions on what we will advocate for. The feedback from the national organic farmer meeting and the survey will be included in a report finalized in cooperation with the Organic Trade Association and Swette Center at Arizona State University. When it is finalized, you will be able to read the report on the OFA website.

Mary Nguyen is the Policy Intern of Organic Farmers Association. She is a sophomore majoring in Environmental Biology at Georgetown University. Mary is currently participating in the Capitol Applied Learning Labs program in Downtown D.C.
NODPA: The Independent Producer Voice for Organic Dairy Family Farms

NODPA provides education, resources, advocacy and discussion for organic dairy family farmers throughout the Northeast. For more information about NODPA, NODPA Field Days, Odairy discussions, what’s happening in Washington, and other resources available for organic dairy family farmers, visit www.NODPA.com

The integrity of the USDA Organic Program is in a precarious position

The futures of organic family farms across the country are at stake, but so is consumer trust and the integrity of the organic seal. No matter the miles between our dairies, the challenges are the same. NODPA will ensure there is consistent implementation of organic regulations to ensure a fair and level playing field for all dairies.

GET THE BEST PRICE FOR YOUR ORGANIC GRAIN

BECOME A MEMBER
We negotiate for you!

EXPERIENCE THE BENEFITS OF MEMBERSHIP

OFARM.2005@gmail.com
www.OFARM.org
785-337-2442

Are you a pasture-based farmer seeking customers?

Ways to connect with interested people through the Weston A. Price Foundation:
1. Contact our volunteer chapter leaders near you to be added to their Local Food Resource List (See the “Find Food/Local Chapter” tab on our website).
2. Advertise in the foundation’s journal going to 13,000 members (“Get Involved” tab).

Contact us with questions about connecting with health-conscious consumers.
info@westonaprice.org
(703) 820-3333
westonaprice.org

ORGANIC SEED FOR THE WHOLE FARM

Viking Corn & Soybeans • Cover Crops • Forages • Small Grains

800.352.5247 | ALSEED.COM
Stepping Up to the Organic Research Challenge

The 2023 Farm Bill Must Grow Investments to Meet Growing Demand

Organically managed lands help build our nation’s resilience in adapting to climate change through increasing ecological vitality, but also provide safe, high-quality food. Expanding public investments into solving organic agricultural management challenges will help to continue growing domestic organic production to match the growing demand for organic goods, while also moving us closer to climate goals. As demand continues to outpace domestic production, we are increasingly relying on organic imports resulting in missed opportunities for our producers to build resiliency, both ecological and economic. What is needed now is continued commitment to meet the persistent production-related challenges that face organic and transitioning producers. The USDA itself
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Organic Farmers Association partners with a number of allies for Farm Bill work. Organic Farming Research Foundation (OFRF) leads our coalition work on organic research priorities and strategy.
The Organic Research and Extension Initiative (OREI) and Organic Transitions Program (ORG) are incredibly effective at producing high-quality organic agricultural research that answers the questions of organic producers. But, these programs cannot be a silo in that all organic research is placed. OFRF is calling for widespread investment across all NIFA research programs to meet the increasing need as more producers transition into organic production, especially given that there is no research component supported by the USDA’s historic Organic Transition Initiative. Increasing NIFA funding for organic research across all competitive grant programs, from OREI to the Agriculture and Food Research Initiative (AFRI), would provide continued support for developing the technical service and institutional knowledge necessary to meet the needs of producers nationwide.

To do that, OFRF, in collaboration with our allies, will work to make sure that the 2023 Farm Bill:

1. **INCREASES THE ORGANIC RESEARCH FUNDING AT ARS TO ORGANIC’S MARKET SHARE**

ARS has an annual budget of nearly $1.7 billion. Though it is hard to find exact numbers, organic agriculture gets approximately $12 million a year of that $1.7 billion. Organic agriculture now makes up over 6% of the total market share of food sales in the United States, with an increasing proportion of sales being imported products. The Farm Bill is an important opportunity to send a clear message to ARS that they must increase the amount of funding going to organic agriculture to at least its market share to help producers meet the opportunity of increasing demand for organic products.

2. **INCREASES INVESTMENT INTO NIFA’S RESEARCH INTO ORGANIC MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES**

The Organic Research and Extension Initiative (OREI) and Organic Transitions Program (ORG) are incredibly effective at producing high-quality organic agricultural research that answers the questions of organic producers. But, these programs cannot be a silo in that all organic research is placed. OFRF is calling for widespread investment across all NIFA research programs to meet the increasing need as more producers transition into organic production, especially given that there is no research component supported by the USDA’s historic Organic Transition Initiative. Increasing NIFA funding for organic research across all competitive grant programs, from OREI to the Agriculture and Food Research Initiative (AFRI), would provide continued support for developing the technical service and institutional knowledge necessary to meet the needs of producers nationwide.

3. **FULLY FUNDS AND EXPANDS THE ORGANIC DATA INITIATIVE**

The Organic Data Initiative (ODI) is a multi-agency initiative that collects information vital to maintaining stable markets, creating risk management tools, and negotiating equivalency agreements with foreign governments. There has not been a full, systematic USDA review of the organic market since 2014, funding the ODI would allow the USDA to provide that service. In addition, the initiative should also charge the Economic Research Service to conduct an economic impact analysis of organic certification and management on rural communities.

OFRF is excited to work with our partners on Capital Hill and across the United States to make sure that the 2023 Farm Bill provides the research policies, funds, and programs necessary to answer producers' questions that don't just affect their crops or their livestock, but also their livelihoods and the communities they support.

Gordon Merrick is the Policy & Programs Manager at Organic Farming Research Foundation
**HyR BRIX**

*Healthy Fertilizer*

Whether you’re a produce farmer or a livestock producer, **HyR BRIX®** is the fertilizer choice.

We created our proprietary fertilizer for our own family farm, and quickly found a following of professional growers who were thrilled with the soil-enriching capabilities, **increased yields**, and exceptional results.

It’s a revolution for how you grow. Join us!

**HyR BRIX. Set your soil straight.**

Call the HyR BRIX® office to order today.

855-HyR-BRIX | HyRBRIX.com

---

**Client Testimonial**

"From tender, direct seeded crops to taller, established transplants, the Ronnie Baugh has provided us versatility to manage weed control over our various medicinal herb and vegetable species grown on the Gaia Herbs certified organic farm.

The ease of switching out implements and visibility available to the operator has gained our trust of dependability over hours and miles of operation across various soil types, and its lightweight footprint has enabled us to improve our regenerative practices in reducing our soil compaction efforts.

We have our eyes on expanding our fleet of Ronnie Baugh tractors and look forward to trying new implements related to sustainability practices.

If anyone has any questions or needs assistance, we would be more than happy to help. You can reach Todd Stiles at 828-337-1116. Good luck and good farming."

Todd Stiles
Farm Maintenance Manager

Gaia Herbs
Brevard, NC
John & Kate

**RONNIE BAUGH**

~ HIGH MOWE TRACTORS ~

horace@cleberllc.com
(256) 655-8792

www.RonnieTractors.com
Beautiful high brix Berries

Fresh fruit and vegetables have more flavor when the nutrient pathways mobilize the full range of nutrients into the fruit. And plants are more resilient to disease and pest pressure when the soil is biologically and nutritionally balanced. Fish oil feeds beneficial fungi — which improve soil structure and crop resilience.

Pacific Gro improves soil health and crop quality.

- Plant-available calcium
- Amino acid nitrogen
- Carbon compounds from enzymatically digested crab shell

Organic strawberries grown in Oregon with Pacific Gro

Pacific Gro is produced from ocean-caught salmon and enzymatically digested crab shell. Screened to 150 mesh (100 microns) for ease of use in foliar, drip and pivot irrigation. www.pacificgro.com
The National Organic Standards Board (NOSB) held its 2022 fall meeting in Sacramento, California in late October. Public testimony occurred in a virtual format over two days prior to the Board meeting. Board deliberations on crops, livestock, handling, and other topics proceeded over three days under the leadership of organic farmer and NOSB chair, Nate Powell-Palm. This meeting covered a variety of proposals for deterring fraud, a few newly petitioned materials, and many materials reviewed every 5 years under the sunset clause.

**SUNSET MATERIALS FOR USE IN ORGANIC**

The National List of Allowed and Prohibited Substances identifies substances that may and may not be used in organic crop and livestock production, as well as products allowed in or on processed organic products. Typically, synthetic substances are prohibited unless specifically allowed and non-synthetic substances are allowed unless specifically prohibited. National List materials must be reviewed and voted on by the NOSB every five years.

A number of materials were up for their 5-year review before their sunset dates in 2024. While in the past these materials used to require a 2/3 majority to keep a substance on the National List, they now require a 2/3 majority to take it off the list. No material received enough votes to remove it from the National List. Materials remaining on the National List for another 5 years include:

### LIVESTOCK:
- Chlorhexidine
- Tolazoline
- Copper sulfate

### CROPS:
- Herbicides, soap-based
- Biodegradable biobased mulch film (BBMF) *Received 9 of 10 votes needed to remove it*
- Boric acid Sticky traps/barriers
- Elemental sulfur
- Coppers, fixed
- Copper sulfate
- Polyoxin D zinc salt
- Humic acids
- Micronutrients: Soluble boron products

### Suggested Materials: Sulfates, carbonates, oxides, or silicates of zinc, copper, iron, manganese, molybdenum, selenium, and cobalt
- Vitamins C and E
- Squid byproducts
- Lead salts
- Tobacco dust (nicotine sulfate)
Five substances were petitioned for addition to the National List. Potassium Hydroxide was NOT added as a production aid in the production of liquid fish products. The NOSB voted to ADD synthetic Carbon Dioxide (CO2) at § 205.601 Synthetic substances allowed for use in organic crop production as "(a) algicide, disinfectants, and sanitizer, including irrigation system cleaning systems." The NOSB will discuss whether to add "(j) As plant or soil amendments," at the Spring 2023 meeting.

For Handling, three substances were petitioned. The Board voted to classify Peroxylactic Acid (PoLA) as non-agricultural, synthetic, but did NOT vote to add peroxyactic acid (PoLA) for use as an antimicrobial agent in process water, ice, or brine used in the production, processing, and preparation of meat and poultry products, at § 205.605(b) of the National List. The Board voted AGAINST the petitioned annotation change of Phosphoric Acid. The NOSB voted in FAVOR of the petition that Recharge Materials used in the Ion Exchange Filtration Process must be listed on the National List.

The Board discussed a variety of topics regarding Compliance, Accreditation, and Certification. The NOSB has made recommendations to the NOP to improve its Risk Mitigation Table. The Board discussed how hiring research assistants could support the work of the Board, what these assistants should be allowed to do for members, and how they should be hired and managed.

Serving on the NOSB requires Board members to contribute many hours a week and to become experts in topics they may not be familiar with, so research support could be helpful to Board members, especially farmers juggling NOSB service with running their own farms. The proposal for increasing acreage reporting requirements to deter fraud was further discussed and received many public comments raising concern about the impact of acreage/crop reporting for highly diversified vegetable farms. Finally, Board input on Organic as Climate Smart agriculture was discussed, acknowledging this was an important but massive agenda item for the Board to tackle.
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2023 NOSB MEETINGS

While at the time of publication, the USDA had not yet published the 2023 meeting dates and locations, we expect the spring meeting will be held in April 2023 in Atlanta, GA and the fall meeting in October 2023 in Providence, RI. We hope to see you there!

Kate Mendenhall is the Executive Director of Organic Farmers Association and runs Okoboji Organics diversified organic livestock farm in Northwest Iowa.
ORGANIC WINTER CONFERENCES & WORKSHOPS

Mark your calendars & CLICK THE AD TO LEARN MORE!

23rd Annual
Virginia Biological Farming Conference
JANUARY 6-8, 2023 - ROANOKE, VA
VABF | VABF.ORG

WHERE WE GROW
NOFA-NY’s 41st Annual Winter Conference
Online February 2-5, 2023
Visit us at www.nofany.org/2023conference

One of the most beloved organic farming and local food conferences in the South is back!

CONFEREN CE & EXPO
Perry, Ga.
Feb. 16-17 Thur. & Fri.
Farm Tours Feb. 18.

Register today at georgiaorganics.org

Organic Association of Kentucky
ANNUAL FARMING CONFERENCE
JANUARY 26-28, 2023
FRANKFORT, KY

KEYNOTES: NAZIRAHK AMEN & JOHN IKEDU
WORKSHOPS: MARKETING WITH CONGIRIA BENCH
SOMMER GRENDS | NUTRIENT BUDGETING | HIGH TUNNEL PRODUCTION
GRAZING & INTENSIVE GROWING

NOFA-VT WINTER CONFERENCE 2023
Saturday, February 18 & Sunday, February 19, 2023
in-person at University of Vermont
with a live-streaming option
NOFAVT.ORG/WC23
Organic Certification Agencies that support OFA

Certification agencies that support OFA, believe in a strong organic farmer movement.

CLICK ON THE AGENCY’S AD TO LEARN MORE...

The Northeast Organic Farming Association of Vermont & Vermont Organic Farmers supports OFA bringing farmers’ voices to the national conversation.

OFA does not endorse specific certification agencies.
OEFFA IS HERE TO HELP YOU SUCCEED!
BEGINNING FARMER SUPPORT - FARM POLICY ADVOCACY - FAIR FARMS PRACTICES - EDUCATIONAL WORKSHOPS

WE PROVIDE FREE SUPPORT TO CERTIFIED ORGANIC AND TRANSITIONING OPERATIONS!

ORGANIC FARMERS ASSOCIATION
(614) 262-2022
OEFFA.ORG

CROPS - LIVESTOCK - HANDLING
ORGANIC CERTIFICATION PLUS:
TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE - INTEGRITY - FAIRNESS
MEMBER BENEFITS - FRIENDLY CUSTOMER SERVICE
SERVING OPERATIONS IN:
IL - IN - IA - KY - MI - MO - NY
OH - PA - VA - WV - WI
USDA ORGANIC
TO LEARN MORE, VISIT CERTIFICATION.OEFFA.ORG

CCOF—your partner in the organic movement.

CCOF offers organic certification and food safety services across North America.
We advocate on behalf of our members for organic policies, support the growth of organic through education and grants, and provide organic certification that is personal and accessible.

CCOF is waiving application fees for Organic Farmers Association members! Visit www.ccof.org/apply and use discount code OFA2021.
www.ccof.org • (831) 423-2263 • getcertified@ccof.org
From Field to Plate

- Global Recognition
- Unmatched inspection and evaluation team
- Affordable and Efficient

- North America's Most Trusted Organic Certifier
- Certification options for production to retail

Pro-Cert
pro-cert.org

Eastern Regional Office
P.O Box 74, 2311 Elm Tree Road
Cambrey, SK S0M 1E0
Ph: 705-374-5602
Fax: 705-374-5604
Email: infoebbo@pro-cert.org

Western Regional Office
Box 100A, R.R.3, 475 Valley Road
Saskatoon, SK S7K 3B5
Ph: 306-382-1292
Fax: 306-382-0683
Email: info@pro-cert.org
Until February 12, 2023 Organic Farmers Association will be soliciting input on policy priorities and policy positions from all U.S. certified organic farmers and organic farm organizations. Please either print and mail in the survey on the next two pages or fill out the survey online. The results from your input determine our working agenda for the year!
PLEASE SELECT THE OPTION THAT BEST DESCRIBES YOU:

☐ I am a **certified organic farmer**.
☐ I work for or serve in a leadership role with an **organic farm organization**.
☐ Other (please specify)

ARE YOU A MEMBER OF THE ORGANIC FARMERS ASSOCIATION?

☐ Yes  ☐ No

PLEASE SELECT THE REGION IN WHICH YOUR FARM/ORGANIZATION RESIDES:

☐ CALIFORNIA
☐ WEST (AK, HI, WA, OR, NV, AZ, ID, UT, NM, MT, WY, CO, KS)
☐ NORTH CENTRAL (ND, SD, NE, MN, IA, WI)
☐ MIDWEST (MO, IL, IN, MI, OH, PA)
☐ SOUTH (TX, OK, AR, LA, MS, AL, GA, FL, SC, NC, TN, KY, VA, WV, MD, Territories)
☐ NORTHEAST (NY, VT, NH, ME, MA, RI, CT, NJ, DE)

YOUR POLICY PRIORITIES

Please **SELECT THE TOP THREE** policy positions you think should be the HIGHEST PRIORITIES for Organic Farmers Association:

☐ Access to Affordable Land
☐ Animal Welfare Rule: Finalizing the Organic Livestock and Poultry Standards Rule (OLPS)
☐ Beginning Farmer Support
☐ Climate Change - Organic is Climate Smart
☐ Crop Insurance Improvements for Organic Producers
☐ Dismantling Organic Corporate Consolidation
☐ Demanding that if the USDA insists on certifying hydroponic production, they write standards.
☐ Expanded Organic Research
☐ Food Safety (FSMA)
☐ Increasing Organic Farmer Diversity (Supporting more diverse farmers)
☐ Labor & Immigration
☐ National Organic Standards Board (NOSB) issues and agenda
☐ NOP Enforcement to Ensure Organic Integrity
☐ NRCS: EQIP, CSP, CRP Programs for extended organic support
☐ Organic Certification Cost Share (more $ & faster reimbursement)
☐ Organic Dairy Standards & Enforcement
☐ Organic Import Fraud
☐ Organic Production Market and Data Initiatives
☐ Pesticide & GMO Contamination
☐ Prohibiting Containers in Organic Production (with the exceptions of transplants and plants sold in their containers).
☐ Prohibiting Hydroponics in Organic Production
☐ Prohibiting Soluble Nitrogen in Organic Production
☐ Public Seeds & Breeds Research
☐ Water: Clean Water, Access, Etc.
☐ Other (please specify):
SUBMIT YOUR POLICY POSITIONS FOR THE POLICY COMMITTEE TO REVIEW

If you have identified a policy priority or change to an existing OFA policy you would like the OFA Policy Committee to consider, please submit your policy concern(s) below. Please be specific.

POLICY PROPOSAL #1
Policy Topic/Title:

Recommended OFA Policy Position  (Example: OFA Support [policy description]):

More information about why this policy is important:

Could OFA contact you for more information?  ☐ Yes  ☐ No

POLICY PROPOSAL #2
Policy Topic/Title:

Recommended OFA Policy Position  (Example: OFA Support [policy description]):

More information about why this policy is important:

Could OFA contact you for more information?  ☐ Yes  ☐ No

NAME AND CONTACT INFORMATION
Your policy positions and priorities will be kept confidential and only shared as a group. If you have expert knowledge for a policy position, OFA may reach out to you for more info.

Name___________________________
Farm Name/Org___________________________
Address___________________________
Town___________________________State_______Zip_______
Email___________________________
Phone___________________________

RETURN COMPLETED SURVEYS TO:
Organic Farmers Assoc.
PO Box 709
Spirit Lake, IA 51360

ORGANIC FARMERS ASSOCIATION
Treffler, Unrivalled in-row mechanical weed control

- Tines follow the contour of the field without increasing in pressure
- Even tine pressure 3.5 oz-11lb.
- 2’-7’- 95’ available working widths

U.S. ORGANIC GRAIN INITIATIVE

MEET THE OLSONS
Jonathan and Carolyn Olson live on the same farm Jonathan’s great-grandfather moved to in 1913. Their farm consists of 1100 acres on a three-crop rotation, raising corn, soybeans, small grains, and occasionally some alfalfa near Cottonwood, Minnesota.

ORGANIC TRANSITION
Jonathan and Carolyn started transitioning their farm into organic production in 1998 after soybean buyers inquired whether the food-grade soybeans they were raising were organic. They spent two years researching before transitioning a 40-acre field on a trial basis. By 2008, they were farming all of their acres organically.

GRATIFICATION
They enjoy working with Cargill and were excited to have another Minnesota company working with organic farmers. Cargill recognizes the need for quality grains and traceability for end users like Bell & Evans. The Olsons appreciate knowing where their organic grains are used and share those stories with consumers.

Contact 765.415.5007 or organicgrain@bellandevans.com

USorganicgrain.com
Make the Connection

Reach more local customers who want to buy your products. Food4All’s easy-to-use platform allows you to sell on-line or in person.

Discover a risk-free way to expand your business and start generating extra income.

Learn more at Food4All.com.

Visit our Farm Shop featuring products straight from our fields & orchards. We are committed to fostering sustainability on all levels...

www.fullbellyfarm.com

SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE RESEARCH, EDUCATION & POLICY
since 1984

MICHAEL FIELDS AGRICULTURAL INSTITUTE
East Troy, WI
michaelfields.org
262-642-3303

Want to GROW FASTER?

GROW ELDERBERRIES
www.growelderberries.com
Online video lessons. Get started & keep learning to increase farm income.

JUNE 9 & 10, 2022
Comprehensive ElderBerry Workshop at Stoney Creek Inn, Columbia Missouri
Elderberry Improvement Project
www.riverhillsharvest.com

Looking for a certified organic grocer? We’re here for you.

PRAIRIE ROAD ORGANIC SEED

Shop our certified organic garden seed. From our gardens to yours!
9824 79th St SE, Fullerton, ND 58441
info@prairieroadorganic.com
www.prairieroadorganic.com

SUPPORTING ORGANIC farmers FOR MORE THAN 30 YEARS.
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Name (Primary Contact)

Farm Name: ____________________________

Address: ______________________________

City: ___________________ State: _______ Zip: ________

Mobile #: ___________________ Other Phone: ___________________

Email: ___________________ Email 2: ___________________

Website: ___________________

This Annual Membership is a:  [ ] New Membership  [ ] Renewal

MEMBERSHIP TYPE

[ ] Certified Organic Farmer  [ ] Supporter  [ ] Organization ($250)

ONE TIME GIFT  This Annual Membership Option will expire in one year.

[ ] $25  [ ] $50  [ ] $75  [ ] $100  [ ] $250  [ ] $500  [ ] Other$

Check here to Auto-renew so that your membership is always valid

MONTHLY PLEDGE  This membership will ensure your membership is always current.

[ ] $10  [ ] $15  [ ] $20  [ ] $25  [ ] $30  [ ] Other$

PAYMENT

MAIL TO: Organic Farmers Association
          PO BOX 709
          Spirit Lake, IA 51360

MEMBERSHIP _______ DONATION _______ TOTAL _______

☐ CREDIT CARD  ☐ CHECK ENCLOSED (Payable to: Organic Farmers Association)

CC#: ___________ Exp: _____ / _____ CVV#: ___________